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INDIA; SILVER FUNGffiïARKED AND ASSOCIATED COINAGES
TERRY R. HARDAKER

The silver coinages of India, from their origin to the termination of the
issue of punchmarked silver, are the subject of this monograph. As the coins bear
no recognisable inscriptions or dates, adsignment to particular areas or periods
can only be made by a correlation of the literary and archaeological records, together with a careful st\idy of the coins themselves. Modern research has established
a chronological framework but a detailed chronology is not yet available» The
general abvmdance of punchmarked coins, or "Karshapanas", widens their appeal to
students and collectors alike.

Historical Summary
Early Sanskrit and Buddhist texts bell of the existence of sixteen Janapadas, or
political units, in Northern India during the 7th century B.C. They were populated
by people of long-standing occupation together with invaders ("Aryans") who had
infiltrated from outside India during the previous thousand years.
Some of these Janapadas may have been responsible for local short-lived issues of
silver with a single large bold mark (coin no. 1) which are known, in different
forms, from areas as widely separated as Kabul, Sultanpur near Poona, Bombay and
Lucknowo
The Janapadas in the more recently-invaded Gangetic plains - notably Kosala and
Magadha (see map) - developed radical monarchic systems of government requiring
the peasant farmer to yield a land-tax, which he could only do by trading his own
food surplus. At the same time they initiated "empire-seeking" policies involving
the creation of large armies and the conquest of neighbouring states. These and
other social conditions precipitated the development of a silver punchmarked
coinage first in Kosala and shortly afterwards in Magadha (coins 3 - 6 ) .
Shortly before 530 B.C., in Gandhara (northwest India, see map), the Persian King
Cyrus the Great made a brief raid, and in the next generation Gandhara was made a
province of the Achaemenid (Persian) Empire, which then stretched from the Aegean
Sea to India. Thus by 500 B.C, northwest India had been exposed to the idea of
silver coinage through contact with the Achaemenid siglos an^ other Mediterranean
currency. The existence of a separate local currency - bent-bars or wheel-mark
coins - in Gandhara in the late 6th-5th centuries may have resulted from this
contact (coin no. 2 ) .
Whereas the Gandharan and single bold-mark Janapada coinages were of limited
duration, the Gangetic states of Kosala and I4agadha set the pattern of silver coinage which was to last for UOO years. Actually Kosala's coinage was short-lived, as
the whole state was annexed by the Magadhan emperor AjatasMtru; (US'l - U59 B.C.),
and thereafter the punchmarked coinage is solely the product of the Magadhan

- 2 Eitipire and its successor the Kauryan Empire, a d their semi-autonomous dependencies. Different ancient texts give conflicting lists of the IcLncs of Ilagadha
after Ajatashatru, and their dates are based on the death of the Buddha which is
given variously as SUU B.C. and U83 B.C. Ilumismatically bhe latter is more
acceptable. The occurrence of overstruck coins (e.g. coin no. 9) suggests at
least two violent changes in the Magadhan successions. The bth and Uth centuries
saw the continued territorial and commercial expansion of Magadha with a corresponding increase in coinage output. This is verified by the Sanskrit work,
"Arthashastra"("Science of material gain") prepared towards the end of the Uth
century BiC. It is surely the most aiaazing econoiuic document of the ancient world,
disclosing a highly-organised society employing an army of civil servants whose
methods were ruthlessly practical. It confirms the existence of "guilds" or
associations of craftsmen, who may have been responsible for stamping the numerous
small reverse marks on Magadhan coins (coins 7 - 13). Similar test-marks occur on
relabively modern Indian rupees.
The wealthyilanda dynasty (c. 36Ii. - 3^1 B.C.) introduced, in addibion to the s.iiall
marks, a new series of reverse marks comprising miniature replicas of obverse
marks, occurring on an average of one in three coins of the period, (coin 12).
Shortly before the downfall of the Nandas, Alexander bhe Great's arn^ invaded
the Punjab where punchmarked coins circulabed, but did not venture iirithin the
Magadhan Empire itself. This event, accorded so much iraporbance in hisbory,
actually had no direct effect on the Indian coinage.
Of the succeeding .-lauryan dynasty, either Ghandragupta (c. 321 - 297 l^.C.) or his
son Bindusara (c. 297 - 273 B.C.) initiated yet anobher change on bhe reverse of
the coinage. The small "test" marks and "miniature" marks were abol;ished and Jn
bheJr place was stamped a single bold mark, often identical to one of bhe obverse
marks. Tliis change seems to have taken about a generation to accomDlish throughout the Empire. Chandragupta and Bindusara continued to expand their empire by
conquest until it stretched from Kabul to bhe mouth of the Ganges and from uepal ,
to Ifedras (see map). Bindusara's successor, Ashoka (c. 273 - 232 B.C.) was one
of the most enlightened rulers of all time. He erected a series of edicts on
rocks and pillars throughout the empire, •which sometimes bear symbols also found
on coins, thus helping their attribution to Ashoka. However, sliortly after
Ashoka's death the empire began falling aparb, and little is known of ti'e halfdozen or so Mauryans who succeeded him. The existence of semi-independent cities
within the empire at the height of Ifeuryan administration is verified by a few
groups of "irregular" coins (coins 2U and 25); after Ashoka it seems tiiat many
more territories declared their independence. The issue of punchmarked coins
dwindled, but exacbly when it ceased altogether is uncertain, some scholars
believing that the Sungas (successors of the j.auryans c. IOI4 B.C.) continued to
issue bhem. Owing bo the chemical process of decuprificabion, liter .lauryan silver
c(;ins occasionally appear to be made entirely of copper. These should not be
confused with the larger copper punchmarked coins of tlie independent sbates, .Jhich
are nob covered in this monograph.
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Typical punchmarked coins
"RegiiLar" punchmarked coins - the vast majority - bear five separately punched
symbols on the obverse, though ti-iis may not be apparent due to overlapping or weak
striking. These symbols were punched at one and the same time by the issuing
authority, and the coins were issued probably from a number of mints throughout
the empire. The obverse symbols are i^eferred to in the order of frequency with
which they occur. The first mark (sun) occurs on all regular coins; the second
(six-armed symbol) occurs on all but its form varies in detail. The tl'ird mark
occurs less frequently than the fourthj the foui-th less frequently than the fifth.
In total, nearly 300 obverse marks are known, in about U70 combinations. The
meaning of the symbols is still une^qDlained and gives scope for much conjeetut'f?,
but there is some evidence to suggest that the first two marks represent royal
authority, and one of the others denotes the mint. Other possible meanings are a
date, a mint official, or some religious concept. The trend to associate many
ksymbols \i±th Buddhism has passed.
Uncirculated coins should weigh between 5l and 5U grains, but there is a greater
variance with Maiuryan coins. There is no significant difference between circular
and rectangular coins, both tj'pes occuring throughout the "regular" series. It is
suggested that the rectangular ones were cut from metal sheets and trimm.ed to the
correct weight, and that periodically the triirmings were remelted into globules
from v^ich the circular coins were struck. The following examples are t^'pical and
particularly common.
A Typical Magadhan coin

(Nanda dynasty)

Large thin flan, fine silver.

Obverse:

"^TTV
Ö^J^S
l,suii 2,six-armed
symbol

AXX
3> dog on
hill

^ V
i4.,bull

WW
5,elephant

I
Reverse: seven small marks.
Note: Up to twenty small marks may occur on well-circulated Magadhan coins, but
since these marks are not "official" and often illegible, classification is difficult
and probably of no chronological value.
A Typical Mauryan coin

(King Bindusara)

Small thick flan, debased silver.

l,sun

Reverse:
'"

2,six-armed
symbol

3,crescent
on hill

/'\r\ ^ Peacock on hill.

/OON

D 1

U,peacock
on hill

5>steelyard
(balance)

The presence of a single bold mark, sometimes

accompanied by one or two other marks, characterises the later regular IJauryan coins.

CATAimm OF COINS

A selection of the more common, interesting or important types.
Terminology for the symbols varies. Some of the names in use for the commoner symbols are listed below.
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£^
Chaitiya
or h i l l

BB
Shadrachakra
(for a l l types
of 6-armed symbol)

Taxila
symbol

Taurine

Caduceus

Standard

Tree i n
railing

Beetle
or fish

1 ? EARLY JANAPADA ISSUES
No

1

2

DESIGNATION

DATE

Single mark
types

6th century
BC or before

Wheel-mark or
bent-bar type
of Gandhara

c. 5th cent.
BC.

T'/EIGHT
(grains)

SHAPE

varies

round

25 - 180

175

"•

OBVERSE

One large bold mark
(geometric design,
animal, etc.)
Occasionally with added
small marks.

oblong
bar

REVERSE

Blank or with anvil
marks or several
small marks

Blank
Occasionally with small
marks

Quarters and eighths of type 2 exist as round coins with only one mark

NOTES

Extremely
rare

Its re
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No DESIGNATION

DYNASTY/
RULER

DATE

Wt.

SIIAPE

OBVERSE

3

Saucer
type

? early 6th
century BC.

78

oval,
reverse
concave

h

Saucer
type

? a little
later

h2

round,
reverse
concave

REVERSE

2 pairs of bold marks
several small marks

^

^

'^

^

NOTES

numerous
small marks

Extremely
rare

several
marks

Extremely
rare

h marks; 1st and 2nd
constant, others vary

S "Paila"
type

1x2

later 6th cent. Matanga/
Pasenadi ?
BC

rectangular

several small
marks

Very rare

U marks J 1st constant,.
others vary

3 EMPIRE OF MAGADHA

Coins 7 to 22 are regular 5-mark coins, of average weight $1 - ^\x grains, shape rectangular, irregular, or round.
Dates are based on the assumption that the Buddha died in [183 BC, but all dates are approximate and attributions
to rulers are hypothetical. A selection of alternative third marks which are also known to occur with the first
two described in the type, enables all common types to be identified. A list of alternative fourth and fifth
marks is given below.
OBVERSE

No

DATE
C.5UU-li91
C.U91-U59

DYNASTY

RULER
?Bimbisara
?Ajatashatru

2

MARKS

3

U

5

ALTERNATIVE
THIRD MARKS

REVERSE

r

U-mark" type known from
Bhabhua hoard, unpubd,

(details not available)
< %

• ••

•«'••

NOTES

several
small marks

"Golakhpur" type
Very rare
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No

DATE

DYNASTY

C.U59-U11

RULER

O B V E R S E

successors
of Ajatashatru

H A R K S
ALTERNATIVE
^
5
THIRD
I-IARKS

iU

WW

Sx#x w

c.Ull-393 Sisunaga ?Sisunaga

10 c.393-mid

successors

Uth cent.
Sisunaga

11 mid Uth c

Nanda

m

nit 1

W **N^

uncertain

uncertain

13

?Mahapadma

numerous small
marks

••É

NOTES

Rare

5 obverse marks of Rare "Double
an older period;
Obverse!' type
small marks both
sides
numerous small
Scarce
marks

several small
marks

-C.321

12

REVERSE

Quite common

third mark
probablyalways
miniature obverse marks
miniature b0t^
j^ incorporates
begin to appear
'hill-symbol e.g and several small on some reverses
marks
Qvdte common

'&M

several small
marks

^

Some other Uth and 5th marks seen on Magadhan coins:

® # «Ê' ^ @ ^ X S: «*

1^9

Quite common
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No

DATE

O B V E R S E

RULER
(all Mauryan)

MARKS
ALTERNATIVE
h

ia

c.321-297

5

. 3RD.UTH.5TH

NOTES

REVERSE
Mks^

miniature *P

?Chandragupta

common

& 1 small mark
^

miniature

16 c. 321-273 Chandragupta
or Bindusara

Tflvt

É

V

«Iv

'E^tfffl *

17

common

bold

&^

bold

yftA

common. Knovm with small,
miniature or bold
reverse marks,
quite common

3»

very common. Note the
similarity to coin lU.
3rd mark remains
constant from the time
of Ashoka.
common

bold

^'^¥X^

19

bold

^

20

bold

(JUU

common

bold

4«V>ê.

?common

18 c. 273-232

Ashoka

•fV?

>

21 after 232

?successors
of Ashoka
<*

22

«#

v|«

fcj

bold

A
23

(Mauryan period)

tk

Single symbol; several varieties occur

Blank

I

?common

"Mashaka" or fractional
coin. Various weights
from about 1 to 5 grains

- 8 5 SEMI-AUTONOMOUS I-IAURYAN CITIES
OBVLJISE
DATE

r.o.

RULER
1

2U

25

?297-273

later

M\RKS

?under
Bindusara
?under
Ashoka

2

3

U

REVERSE

5

NOTES

ol

Mi

q u i t e common

4

*

*

bold * • • often degraded in
form

rare.

?City of TaxLla

6 ? POST-mUItYAN PERIOD

26 ?2nd cent. ? Sunga dynasty
BC

lÊi

&

degraded
or illegible

degraded

^•W

rare. Base metal, small flans
and indistinct symbols.
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19

23

25
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D.D. Kosambi: The chronological order of punchmarked coins III: The
Paila hoard. Journal of the Bombay Branch of the iioyal Asiatic Society
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NOTE
The attribution; and chronology of aome of the coins described in this
paper is tentative and further evidence may be needed to establish
them with certainty.
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